Leadership Training Evaluation Form

***The purpose of this evaluation is two-fold: (1) to provide constructive feedback to the instructor & (2) to recommend adjustments to the training.***

***Return form to Asst Commandant for Leadership Programs – Jenkins 209***

COURSE: ______________; INSTRUCTOR: ______________; EVALUATOR: ____________

DATE: ____________

Course Instructor:

Is the instructor prepared (e.g., knowledgeable, organized, able to relate material to SCCC, etc)?

How might the instructor improve cadet learning (e.g., eye contact, voice, question & answer methods, etc)?

Course Objectives & Content:

Do content & course length match objectives?

Is content relevant & important to the mission of developing principled leaders?

Does content reinforce leadership education & training from other elements of The Citadel (e.g., Krause Center, ROTC, Mentor program, etc)? If not, describe why this training misses the mark.

Overall recommendations: